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THE MIDI POD

Midi Shell
 Specification

Midi Plus
Specification

Midi Deluxe
Specification

• Heavy duty box section steel chassis on              
removable axle with four holding down points 
for transportation and site anchorage. 

• Timber construction, incorporating PTGV       
boarding and vapour barrier.

• Floor, walls and roof insulated with 100/50mm 
rockwool fibreglass for optimal sound and heat 
insulation. 

• Decra Tile roof covering giving 40 year             
manufacturer guarantee, alternatively firestone 
membrain with artificial turf overlay.

• Double glazed UPVC oak on white and escape 
window to rear.

• Built in decking on the porch area.

• Full electrical installation consists of LED 
lighting  throughout, sockets (to user                     
specification) fused spare for heater, fused 
spare for TV, aerial socket and cable to rear of 
unit. Exterior porch light with motion sensor, 
hook up point to rear of unit, distribution board 
at high level. 

The Midi Pod
The Midi Pod is the smallest in our range. Based on 
the ‘traditional’ glamping pod, the Midi offers a simple 
but comfortable space for up to 3 people looking for 
an overnight stay or short weekend away. 

Don’t be deceived by its overall size, as this unit is 
capable of holding two single beds and still have room 
to spare for storage facilities and even a small table.

As of the summer of 2017, we are now able to offer 
this unit with a built in toilet – making this one of the 
only pods on the market of this size with the ability to 
do so. With this also comes the capacity to pump the 
waste up to fourty metres from the unit. 

The standard unit arrives complete with the following; 
double glazed UPVC window and single door, 
rockwool insulated, full electric pack, LED lighting, 
steel chassis with removable axle.

Prices from:
£6,500 + VAT *5% Vat applies on fully fitted model *5% Vat applies on fully fitted model


